Supply chain resilience
Data-driven insights for critical supplies management
Increasing trust, transparency
and predictability across the
supply chain
Vizient® provides actionable
strategies and solutions to reduce
the impact of unexpected demand
surges and supply shortages
through assessment, enabling
collaboration and building mutual
accountability.
Together, we can build more
resilient supply chain
Cultivating resilience is a journey,
and high reliability requires
commitment to a shared vision
across all supply chain
stakeholders.
Health care leaders today, must
plan to increase visibility and build
a pathway to sustainable supply
availability to be ready for what’s
now and what’s next.

Cultivate supply chain resilience through our service solutions
As disruptive events continue to increase in frequency and impact,
supply chain stakeholders realize that systemic change requires
improving resilience strategies to ensure critical supplies are available
where and when they are needed.
Our expert-led service solutions are available to help your organization
determine readiness to respond during a disruption and provide handson support to monitor and manage critical items from origin to bedside.
Critical supplies management

Supply risk mitigation assessment

Get actionable insights, usage data
and source mapping for monitoring
and management for availability of
impacted product supply.

We perform a comprehensive
analysis to determine readiness to
prepare, predict and respond
during potential disruption.

Advisor support delivers:

Key functions include:

• Critical items worksheet with key
attributes

• Back-order processes

• Supply risk score to indicate
potential disruption severity
• Alternate sources for critical
items

o

Recall management

o

Disaster preparedness

• Supplier management
• Inventory management

• Clinically approved functional
equivalents
• Mapped supplier pedigree
sourcing
• Event monitoring with disruption
impact alerts

To learn more about our supply
resilience solution, contact us at
resilience@vizientinc.com.
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As the nation’s largest member-driven health care performance improvement
company, Vizient provides solutions and services that empower health care
providers to deliver high-value care by aligning cost, quality and market
performance. With analytics, advisory services and a robust sourcing portfolio,
we help members improve patient outcomes and lower costs.
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